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ABSTRACT 

ASHRAE Research Project 806, Design Criteria for 
Building Ventilation Inlets, reviews existing knowledge of the 
placement of ventilation air louvers, produces a design guide, 
and suggests additional research, all with the intention of 
improving indoor air quality in commercial and institutional 
buildings. Decisions about intake and exhaust placements 
made early in the architectural and H VAC system design 
processes will impact occupants over the life of a building. 
Such placement decisions, therefore, require proper consider
ation. There is little guidance currently available to designers, 
but research efforts in this area are expanding. 

Previous research efforts and standards relating to venti
lation air intake placement are described in this paper. However, 
more extensive coverage and a lengthy bibliography are 
provided in the project's "Literature Report." In "A Designer's 
Guide to PlaceTTrent of Ventilation Air Intake Louvers" for the 
project, the phenomena, standards, and design experiences that 
affect the placement of intake air louvers are reviewed using less 
technical text, many graphics, and example calculations. 

More research is needed on ventilation intake placement 
for common commercial HVAC systems with rooftop, through
the-wall, and at-grade louvers. Most existing knowledge is 
derived from the many studies on industrial stack exhaust-gas 
reentrainment and not common HVAC geometries. The find
ings of such future research and a summary of this project's 
"Designer's Guide" need to be included in future revisions of 
ASHRAE Handbook chapters. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of ASHRAE Research Project 806 was to 
review existing knowledge of ventilation air inlet placement, 

to produce a design guide, and to recommend any needed 
research. The ultimate goal of this and related projects is to 
improve indoor air quality (IAQ) in commercial and institu
tional buildings. 

This paper discusses previous research efforts on building 
ventilation inlets and outlines the material in the project's 
''Designer's Guide to Placement of Ventilation Air Intake 
Louvers" (ASHRAE 1998a). This ''Designer's Guide" is a less 
technical description of the problems associated with intake 
placement and presents some example calculations. The 
project's "Literature Report" (AS:H:EAE 1998b) covers the 
previous research efforts in somewhat more detail than can be 
presented in this paper. A lengthy bibliography is provided too. 

AIRFLOWS IN HVAC SYSTEMS 

Figure 1 shows an idealized air-handling unit (AHU) and 
airflows typical of single-zone packaged or built-up HVAC 
systems in many commercial, institutional, and industrial 
buildings. Of the packaged HVAC systems, rooftop units 
(RTU s) are very popular. Some of the return air being retrieved 
from a thermal zone is typically recirculated and some is 
exhausted through a grille that penetrates the envelope of a 
packaged HVAC unit or a building. Outside air is brought in 
through an air intake louver. If not part of a packaged unit, 
these louvers and grilles may be on or in the roofs, in stacks, 
in the buildings' exterior walls, or through grates in sidewalks, 
for example. The outdoor air brought in through the louvers by 
the AHU is combined with the recirculated air to form mixed 
air. This mixed air is then conditioned and delivered to the 
zone as supply air (ASHRAE 1997a, Chapter 25). 

Most residential buildings in the U.S. rely on infiltration 
for maintaining acceptable indoor air quality and, thus, have 
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Figure I Airflows and equipment terminology for a 
simple zane all-air air-handling system 
(ASHRAE J998a). 

no provisions for drawing in outside air through their HVAC 
units. A common exception are apartment and dormitory 
buildings with centralized ventilation systems. Modem 
commercial and institutional buildings in the U.S. primarily 
use the airflows, as depicted in Figure 1, to provide forced or 
mechanical ventilation. Industrial buildings may use infiltra
tion, forced ventilation, or both. This project, therefore, 
focused on the placement of forced -ventilation intakes in 
commercial, institutional, and some industrial RV.AC 
systems. However, the principles discussed in this0paper, the 
"Literature Report," and the "Designer's Guide" ca.ii alsQ p� 
applied to residential buildings that utilize forced ventilati.9n. 

. u 
Ventilation .. 

Good indoor air quality is required in buildings to nralli� 
tain healthy living and productive working environmlnts. 
Therefore, a goal in the design of the ventilation system is to 
ensure that outside air brought into the system is of high qual
ity, if possible. The cleaner the incanting air, the less treatment 
is required and, therefore, the less costly the system. 

Ventilation air is defined in ANSUASHRAE Standard 62-
1989, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality (ANSI/ 
ASHRAE 1989) as outside air or suitably treated recirculated 
air. Where the outside air is known to be of unacceptable qual
ity, treatment of the outside air and/or recirculated air may be 
required. Designers often consider the outside air to be accept
able, so it is used directly to dilute airborne contaminants 
within buildings. Only some filtering of the mixed air is typi
cally provided to remove larger particulates. However, after 
reading this project's paper and the "Designer's Guide," 
designers should give further thought to the condition of! arr 
passing through air intake louvers. This is especially impor
tant in dense urban areas and other areas known to have ques
tionable outdoor air quality during significant portions of the 
year. 
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Figure 1 shows that outside air is usually delivered to ther
mal zones as all or part of the supply air. To ensure proper IAQ, 
the designer needs to consider whether the outside air will be 
introduced consistently and, within reason, wllat conditidns 
are likely to occur over the expected life of the HVAC system 
that will affect the quality of the outside air. For example, the 
exhaust air �pown in Figure 1 is considered "used" and thus 
not suitable for ventilation air, so reentry needs to be reduced 
to an acceptable level• Because louvers and grilles are typi
cally in fixed locations.1 their original placement will influence 
the quality of outside air introduced to buildings over many 
years. 

Louvers and Grilles 

From a simple fluid dynamics point of view, a louver or 
grille is unnecessary unless a particular downstream direction 
for an airflow is desired. Having no restriction in an outside or 
exhaust air duct as it passes through a building envelope or 
packaged HV AC unit would result in a lower air pressure loss, 
and, thus, reduced fan energy use, rather than having a louver 
or grille in place. However, louvers and grilles are installed to 
help keep moisture, insects, birds, leaves, and trespassers out 
of buildings and equipment. They can also provide a more 
aesthetically pleasing appearance than just dark holes in build
ings and HVAC units. 

For a nonmanufacturer-specific introduction to the phys
ical description and specification oflouvers and grilles, see the 
Application :Manual for Air Louvers- (AMCA 1993). This 
booklet covers topics from louver design to construction 
details. AMCA's booklet and the manufacturers' catalogs that 
were reviewed as part of this ASHRAE project did not give 
much guidance to designers concerning placement of louvers 
and grilles and the placement's effect on a;d.90i:air quality . - ) . • .. •' '' .,r r 

OUTSIDE AIR POLLUTANTS,_,-
::· : . � -.r·. c� i'. -i ··· �c'c . 
Basic ventilation design assumes airborne pollutants 

generated V(ithin a building can be diluted b)'. the introduction 
of outside air. This as��ption that outdoor air is cleaner than 
indoor air_dqes not neeessarily hold true within an urban area 
where, for example,'Y.ehicle exhaust, gaseous industrial emis
sions, and/or air stagnation affect th.e qualify of the outQ.oor air. 
Although the literature addresses all these sources of pollut
ants, by far the most prevalent topic is the reentry of exhaust 
fumes from a fixed, .lgi.own source.into a-nearby ventilation air 
intake. Other related'issnes addressed in the literature include ' ' I 
wind effects oi;iHVAC'system performance and thermal strat-
ification of the atmosphere. , ;· ' ' · ' 

Standard 62'�}'Ventilation Rate Piocedme" requires that 
a certain amount of ventilation air be delivered to building 
occUpants (AN°Sl!ASHRAE 1989). If the building's HVAC 
systen{exhailst aihvas'·so'mehow sii'bs&litially reentrained, 
the ventilation 'system�·woriid not fully -p �ffonil its intended 
functidn. I:fot the· nature of'aii e:iliaust airplrline limits its effect 
on a nearby ventilatioii 'air intake:Vaiyi.ng ajrflow patterns and 
turbulence near buildings usually pfev·ent- a well-defined 
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e:xhaust plume and enhance dilution. Wind direction changes 
frequently, thus affecting dispersion andreentrainment. Much 
of the li�erature reviewed for this project investigates this 
plume beb,a:v�or (i.e., ASHRAE 1997a; Halitsky 1963; 
Meroney 1982; Wilson 1979). 

The entrainment of exhausts can cause problems ranging 
from the introduction of nuisance odors to potentially harmful 

,contaminants. A proposed revision of Standard 62 classified 
exhaust air based on the use of the space from which the air 
came. Separation dis�ces recommended by this now-with
drawn draft standard were based in part on tlle exhaust air clas
sification and the required dilution factor. 

Drift from cooling towers may pass through the louvers 
and potentially aid microbial growth within air distribution 
systems. Water in the cooling towers themselves may provide 
a breeding ground for microorganisms if not properly main
tained (Kundsin 1988). But adequate separation between cool
i�g tower discharges and air intakes can reduce the time
averaged admittance of drift. 

Mechanical rooms with air handlers are frequently 
located near loading docks to allow easier equipment replace
ment and to consolidate potential sources of noise. Outdoor air 
intake louvers are often placed too closely to these loading 
docks in attempts to keep duct runs as short as possible. Figure 
2 shows a loading dock with an intake louver placed directly 
above. To make matters worse, the dumpsters are nearby, as is 
the building's exhaust grille: The propped-open door itself 
allows some indoor air to be recirculated as well.\'' 

•: .. 

Smoke 

A problem enhanced by indoor tobacco-sm�king restric
tions is that E_eople will instead smolj:e outdoors and poten
tially near air:"'inllies . When such outdoor environmental 
tobacco smoke (ETS) is dra� into a bp.ild.ing, on�,intended 
effect of the indoor smoking restrictions has been diminished. 

' .;. J • ,. 
·� 1: �:-. , ·�;;. ,• - -;� • : -:... 

.? !H"': �� · '. �� .�. �· t: �... ! .;._: .\� - ·  � '·· J .... �· Figu�� 2 l!xample of"ci p.oor;, o.u!st'!.e air.. inlet /J!UY�r 
• . ., eJqc;.��nt near a l?<!f!·ing dock. The lpuver ' 

� is over a doorway and close to.an �haust •t"''; I ••' •. ta t.. , . • • 

'grple, vehic1.4lar exhausts., f!nd .dumpsters 
(ASR.JW:. 1998a). n. 
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To reduce this problem,_ likely outdoor smoking locations 
should be considered when positioning louvers. For an exist
ing problei;n of this type, a solution could be to provide signage 
and an 8lter;native indeor and/or outdoor smoking location. 
Having the�architect provide indoor smoking lounges, or at 
least c�ve;Cd exteridr smoking areas away from air intakes 
and entrances, should enhance smokers' as well as nonsmok
ers' comfort and propuctiyity. 

Of the people wlici perish in building fires, roughly three
quarter die due to smoke inhalation and not of direct exposure 
to flames. Unfortunately, HVAC systems can contribute to 
smoke introduction to and distribution through buildings. 
NFPA 92A-1996, Recommended Practice for Smoke-Control 
Systems, in Section 2-3.3. 1, gives only general observations 
on louver placement (NFPA 1996), but does contain other 
useful information on smoke management, as does Design of 
Smoke Management Systems (ASHRAE 1992). 

Vandalism and Terrorism 

Of increasing concern in some buildings are acts of 
vandalism and terrorism. The louvers and grilles are potential 
points of illegal access to buildings by people, so their place
ment and construction are important. Also, intentionfil intro
duction of offensive or potentially harmful gaseous substances 
is of concern. Research and design experience is needed on 
these issues. 

Dlt.UTION 

, ·' F�e 3 shows that given the less-than-ideal conditions 
that exist around real buildings, there will be some degree of 
reentrainment at times of exhaust air, sewer fumes, and even 
industrial stack gases. This reentrainment will be highly tran
sient depending on the conditions of the exhaust and the 
sµrrounding environment. The behavior of jets is discussed in 
som� detail in the "Space Air Diffusion" chapter in 1997 

.l 
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ASHRAE Handbook-Fundamentals (ASHRAE 1997a) and 
in many older fluid mechanics textbooks. A goal in the place
ment of intakes and exhausts is to minimize this reentrainment 
to an acceptable time-averaged value. Factors that influence 
the degree of reentrainment are the velocity, flow rate, and 
direction of the exhaust; the flow rate and velocity of the 
intake; the height of the exhaust stack; the distance between 
the exhaust and the intake; the buoyancy of the exhaust plume; 
local wind and pressure differences created by airflow over 
buildings; and interacting surfaces suc.frras roofs, walls, and 
screens (ASHRAE 1997b). 

The dilution factor (D) is frequently used to express the 
maximum desired time-averaged reentrainment of some 
exhaust components. The dilution factor on a mass basis is 
(ASHRAE 1997a, Chapter 15) 

(1) 

where Ce is the concentration in lbm/ft3 (kg/m3) of the 
substance in the exhaust air duct or stack, and C is the desired 
maximum concentration in the intake duct in lbm/ft3 (kg/m3). 
The dilution factor may also be evaluated on a volume basis 
with common units used of parts-per-million parts (ppm). If 
the molecular weight of the pollutant is similar to air and the 
discharge and intake temperatures are close, then the mass and 
volume dilution factors are assumed equal (ASHRAE 1997a, 
Chapter 15). The desired values of D for common HVAC 
applications are typically five for exhaust air from a general 
office space but can be 50 or much higher for potentially 
hazardous airborne effluents from industrial stacks and fiiine 
hoods. 

FACTORS AFFECTING REENTRY AND DILUTION· 

Location of Pollutant Sources 

In most of the literature and, thus, in this study, it-\Vas 
assumed that the locations of building HVAC system exhaust 
and other pollutant sources were fixed. Then, the decision to· be 
made is the placement of the ventilation intakes in relation· to 
these fixed sources. Although exhaust stack design will not be 
discussed at length, it is necessary to understand the results of 
such design decisions. Refer to the "Airflow Around Buildings" 
:chapter in 1997 ASHRAE Handbook-Fundamentals for 
further discussion on exhaust stack design (ASHRAE 1997a). 

ACGilI (1995) gives two options for calculating,the posi
tion of the air intakes in relation to exhaust stacks. The first is 
using the geometry of a typical plume spread to find an ideal
ized intake location outside of the exhaust plume (Wils·lfo 
1976). The second method is using dilution calculations as 
found in "Airflow Around Buildings" of the ASHRA.E Hand
book-Fundamentals (ASHRAE 1997a, Chapter 15). 

. ·,·) 
Pressurization 

Houlihan (1965) looked at the effect of wind pressure:on 
through-the-wall intakes and pressurization of a clean roam. 
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Free flowing wind is usually highly turbulent, and the instan
taneous wind velocity can double or even reverse very quickly. 
Thus, the air pressure at the intake louvers varies and affects 
supply air fan performance. Static pressure within a building 
can vary significantly if the inlet pressure is not adequately 
controlled. To maintain a desired static pressure within a 
building, Houlihan recommends placing the outside air intake 
in an area where there is usually no wind. However, a no-wind 
condition may only exist in a semi-enclosed area that is likely 
to be a recirculation zone (ASHRAE 1997a). Placing the 
intake in such a location may reduce the problem of varying 
system pressurization but may increase reentrainment of 
contaminants. 

Wind 

Two important features of airflow near buildings are air 
recirculation zones and turbulence. In a recirculation zone, the 
concentration of a contaminant is increased because reduced 
airflow passes through the zone's boundaries as compared to 
freestream flow. But turbulence increases the rate of mixing 
and, thus, dispersion of a contaminant into the surrounding air. 

Wind tunnel studies have been popular for studying 
airflow near buildings as well as for observing the effects of 
surroundings. For example, Barrett et al. (1979) examined 
chimney height in a hilly terrain to examine dispersion of 
industrial contaminants. 

Schuyler and Turner (1989) used wind tunnel experi
ments: to deterpline if the dilution equations in Chapter 15 of 
the AS!fRAE Handbook (ASHRAE 1997a), could be used to 
ft_nd, potential cpntamination problems. The Schuyler and 
Turne!'. study us� one isolated building of a simple geometry. 
Safety and odor, threshold levels and freqµency ofreentrain
ment ·based on wind speed data werei§tudied .. The authors 

:c-o,nc�uqed that varyi}ig wind �ections greatly affected the 
amoll.nt .. of reentrainment. Buildip.g geometry,::especially 
up�.in��obstrUpti()ns, w�r�othei: major factor. :The·.·authors 
recommended that the equations iD Chapter 15 for separation 
distances be used to identify a need for further study. They also 
concluded that the chapter's equations may be used in design 
but only with conservative stack heig}?� andrintak�loc.ations. 

•·1• ·The prev�_n,g,wi�d �ection;�a"speed f,�i:�·l_o��on 
-may 'be Used m HvAC design but·are no(t]�cessarily the 1).est 
'-desi�- ;n'\'.�ria. $e :R�e".�g� �d �99.on, .i. tl1e''.sJP.gle 
directioii· that' occurs most .o�n. dtID.qg_a, easo��of in�rest. 

t • •• ,.. .• ') ,. -\ l t. . ' : <. •• ' . .• • . Ho'Y�vet, wllids may �IAe frQm any, directiqn at .any timer. In 
acfdltion, an area's ph'b�boo prevci.ifuig wjnd may not be ac,cµ
rate'for a p!tlticUiai btiilding that baS i�.o� .inicroelimate. 

Airflow per-Penmcul�ly appr�aclrlng the upWind f�ce,qf 
a building stagnates (Chapter 15, ASHRAE 1997a), as shown 
in Figure 4. Part of the airflow then proceeds up_ cµ;d_oy�i; the 
building while the other portion of the airflow enters a recir
culation zone toward the bottom of the building's 'up Wind face . 
The reentrainment ·of the building· s 'exhaust an- ma"V 'be 
reduced or eliminated by placing the exhaust grille on the roof 
or on.the upper-,pottiori' of the building's'faee and' by ptabng 
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Figure 4 Wind-driven airflow over buildings creates recirculation regions and deflects exhaust plumes (Wilson 1979). 

the intake louvers on the lower portion of the building's face. 
Doing so, however, would allow street level contaminants to 
be taken into the system. This is a problem especially in 
congested urban areas where vehicular exhaust fumes may not 
be well dispersed at times. 

The dimensions of the upwind face of a building'3.ffect the 
·resulting airflow recirculation regions. V(tlson's dilution 
formulas (1976) used a scaling factor based.on the height and 
width of the upwind face. Also, any protrusion above the inain 
roof level creates a recirchlation zone in its wake, and, for 
example, an L-shaped building would have a recirculation 
zone in its interior comer (ASHRAE 1997a). Additionally, a 
building 'may be located within the recirculation z'ohe of 'a 
neighboring building at tiines," and, thus� reentrainment of its 
own and' the:·neighboring 'builoing's eXhaust'ris' '�b:thethnes 
increased. - - '· ·• � · � ': 

J .I ' •� r t , .,. 

Diffusion of Contaminants : - : ;,. : . · '. . i� · 
. •r' ·• .. ':J . • I • 

Much of the literature addresses diffusion of r.building 
''exhaust �nies': 'f.?r exim:ple ·HaJ.itsk);' (��63) · ���«��ed th.e 
: tli:eory of diffusion. It is 'asstimed in. most s,tucljf�· that t:p,e 
greatest cont:rlbutor t6 the'contaminatioiof ventilation int3.ke 
air·is the e�aust frorfi �e.'s�� �uil��g. Al�ough ��tomo
bile exhaust fumes il.nd eXhaust air tt9m_neighboring buildings 
also affected the dverB.i.i � �qualit}r, their reiative impact is 

' ·� . ' • l ' 
greatly reduced by'therr Clistaiice"fro,m a building's ventilation 

Ifill' intake. t. '·' 
.. ���. ·' ·� ·1 w�C - • ' •. l -., .. , • , . . t. 

:i ·-.: .. ' {;._; .... - ... . i1 ;: ��;·n.:3.�;·�: � ! ;.,, .:: •. 

Temperature<�:.'·''' '-' :: .. :.: · ·:;·.• .. - �-:· '�- · · -·�-
•. . .. ·."i.. . ,· ""II • .: ... ...._/ :-
' ,Segal ::<1989)· de�cribed .¢e iteµip�Jature profiles in 

out�oor air near gra4e,�d how the profi,les_(!hange hourly and 
through the seasons. Segal stated, howeJ er. fh,at the vertical 
temperatw;e , adlents1within 3.l} urb� c(!r:e,are·insignificant, 
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so they do not affect placement of air intakes from a thermal 
point of view, , 
' , .. 

MPDEL BUILDING CODES 
,- � 

" �'' Building codes vary by location. Most local codes are 
:l;�ed �n national 011 international model codes and are 
ad�pted in whole, in part, or with amendments by local juris
dictions. The Uniform Mechanical Code (UMC), which is one 
such model code, was prepared by the International Associa
tioh.of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) collab
orating with the National Association of Plumbing-Heating
Cooling Contractors (NAPHCC) and the Mechanical 

,C,ontractors Association of America (MCAA) (IAPMO 
.19.97a).:The UMC addresses the installation and maintenance 
.,_of., heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, and refrigeration 
systems. The Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC), also prepared 

, by the IAPMO with NAPHCC and MCAA, addresses build
ing potable water and sanitary systems (IAPMO 1997b). 
' : Both the UMC and UPC are updated and published w 

''ibree-year cycles. Although local jurisdictions may want to 
base their ordinances on the most recent versions of model 
codes, the local review and approval process may mean that 
the current local codes refer to model versions that are three, 

. .  1�Uc., or many more years old. 
: · The multitude of local codes affecting the placement of 

ventilation air intakes cannot be addressed in this paper, but 
some applicable portions of the model 1997 UMC and UPC 
are presented in the project's "Literature Report" (ASHRAE 
1998b). In general, these two model codes do not say specif
ically where to place the ventilation air intakes but rather how 
fatJaway to place exhausts in relation to intakes. 
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DESIGN GUIDELINES _) ij 

"Airflow Around Buildings," ASHRAE Handbook 
Due to wind, airflow over buildings is typically turbulent 

and dominated by forced convection and not buoyancy-driven 
flow. As the title implies, the "Airflow Around Buildings" 
chapter of the ASHRAE Handbook describes in depth the 
airflow characteristics near buildings (ASHRAE 1997a, 
Chapter 15). Equations are given to calculate the expected 
time-averaged dilution for a given exhaust stack-to-intake 
configuration. The chapter goes into much detail on the design 
of exhaust stacks but just briefly mentions the concerns in 
placement of ventilation air intakes. Cited concerns include 
toxic building exhausts, automobile traffic, kitchen emissions, 
dust from streets and plants, evaporative cooling towers, 

.,emergency generators, plumbing vents, loading docks, archi
. tectural screens, and heat exchangers. The chapter recom
mends placing intakes on the lower one-third. of the building 
but high enough to reduce introduction of ground level 
contaminants such as dust and vehicular exhaust. The center 
of the roof is another preferred intake location. The chapter 
also recommends having exhausts exit via the roof but away 
from the intakes. 

ANSVAS HRAE Standard 62-1989 

The current version of ASHRAE Standard 62 was 
approved in 1989. Much knowledge and experienc�.9n ��pa
ration distances and IAQ has' been gained in the 'Irv. C<&R 

) � utii1 research and design conununity since Standard 62's last reyi-
sion. However, until a revised version of Standard 62 · is 
approved and adopted into local buildtng codes, the p visions 
of Standard 62-1989 are considered the "sta'ndards of prac
tice." Concerning air intake louver placement, Section 5.5. of 
the standard states ''' 

Ventilation systems should be designed to prevent �1?r: . 
trainment of exhaust contaminants, condensation_ Qr.. 
freeze-ups (or both), and growth of micr'borgilnis:m�:-_ _ 

Makeup air inlets and exhaust air outlets shan be located,:'.' 
to avoid contamination of the makeup air. Contaminants 
from sources such a8 cooling towers, sanitary vents, 
vehicular exhaust from parking garages, loading' docks, 
and street traffic should be avoided. · , 

Also, in Section 5.12: 
Special care should be taken to avoid en,trninment of _ 

moisture drift from cooling towers into the makeup air 
and building vents. 

Only this general guidance is given to designers mthe 
1989 edition of Standard 62. No specific requirements such as 
defined minimum separation distances are given.1.oc'itl hhlld
ing c�des, however, may already have such requirements, or 
possibly, none at all. ":-,_, 

Standard 62 describe& two approaches for the selection of 
ventilation rates: 1) the IAQ procedure and 2) the ventilation 
rate procedure. Tu.e IAQ,procedure is a performance-based 
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approach that allows any design method to be used as long as 
acceptable indoor air quality is demonstrably achieved and 
maintained. The ventilation rate procedure is a prescriptive 
approach that requires fixed ventilation rates based on 
expected occupancies. 

Most HVAC designers curr�ritly use the prescriptive 
approach but performance-based ·-ventilation systems are 
increasing in popularity. Because some airborne pollutants 
come from sources other than people, the next revision of 
Standard 62 for new commercial and institi:itional buildings, 
when adopted, will likely split the necessary'ventilation rates 
into two parts based on zone floor area as well as occupancy. 

If forced ventilation is used. tD pmvide ventilatio�rajr. the 
end result of applying ASHRAE Standard 62 is that design 
rates of outside air must be admitted to buildiiigs through air 
intake louvers. Some "used" air will be exhausted thro�gh 
grilles at rates needed to maintain the desired zones' pressur
izations. Separation distances must be set to reduce reentry of 
this used air to an acceptable level. 

ASHRAE Standard 62R 

! . 

Requiring specific, enforceable separation distances is 
being considered in the revision (R) of Standard 62. Standard 
62R has not been approved by ASHRAE or ANSI at the time 
of this writing. Its revision has been divided into 62. l R  for 
commercial, institutional, and bi.$h-rise residential buildings 
arid 62.2R for low-r;ise residences. Standard 62 is now under 
contin�ous reView, �o receipt of comments and revisions will 

'·be ongoing. The August 1996 draft version, which has been 
�ihdrawii. gives-· insight intp the direction that codes, 

..... • ,, , • • " • • '·· �!...., -
· concermilg separation distances, are headed. This draft of 62R 
included Uie mininiuni· separation distances or "setbacks,'' 
given in Table 1, between air intake& and, pollutant sources 
other than building ��austs. _ 

· · 'in� Wittldr'.ii�· ii..�i�w dr.ift. of 62R'.'.�a.s to require tp.e fA t;I� '" 11 r I' l• 11.1 • l· , _-ftl o.. •' • -
0 M!\.../\ limits on I water 'penetr�on. through louvers .and 
:�es .•. bii:d. · sc��7�:��.?n 'lop.�e��·

. 
�d '�· .p.oods on RTU 

"·:u ·" " · , :,,-;.;.1 -":.·-'-TABLE 1' 
Air Intake Minimum Separation Distances (Sm;,J .. , .  

Object --
Property line f ��· 

_, . ; ,. . � 
� 

Gara� edlfy;loa�are"a, or drive in queue, .. · 
(lane) ' . . -·'""· :·.> 

Dri�e�iv·ofstreef-· 
·'"''·" v�"'q ..,,_&ii•,_,�- ,. .. ., 

Limited access highway 
- o']• •• '.l .. � 

Mantles or ledges -..�<. ,. 
- · · � C.-

!Landscaped grad�-(lapj:lscapipg) - .. :,· .. 1-. ... ;'"'\"'{.._. 

Roof or (soil) grade ' , ... , ... �: .-."- ··- ..... 
I'- ''o \ 'I , ·:J._ • . , l . • 

Cooling tow"ers (wetted surfaces, ,not their, air,� 
discharges) 

·-

ft m 

3 ., ·l 
� 

- 25 7 

'�"" . 
10 3 

25 7 

3 1 

6 l 
0.75 0.25 

15 5 
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intakes. Also, various classes of exhaust air were defined and 
limitati.9ns on recirculation of each type were specified. 

The draft of Standard 62R was to require that outdoor air 
be assessed for contaminant levels based on national ambient 
air quality standards (NAAQS) set by the US. Environmental 
Protection Agency (BP.A). Although this assessment was to be 
required, the draft did not require that the incoming air be 
treated even if the air quality was poor. . 

The location of v.entilation air intakes was to be based on 
the distance from any local contaminant soure<es. Prevailing 
winds �d airflow pa��s were only mentioned as additional 
considerations but wer� not discussed in the review draft. 

SEPARATION DISTANCES 

. The separation distance between the nearest edge of a 
�source of p�llutants and the nearest edge of a ventilation air 
intake louver is the "stretched-string" length (S) in feet, IP, or 
meters, SI. Figure 5 shows that solid objects between the 
exhaust and the intake can enhance separation. Determining 
the minimum required separation distance is of obvious 
concern, but other than experience and current code require
ments, little guidance is currently available on proper separa
tion distances for typical commercial and institutional HV AC 
applications. . 

Models in the Literature 

Many; studjes of dilution and models for separation 
distances are available in the literature. Some exarµples are 
Wilson (1976, 1977, 1979, 1982, 1984J., Halitsky (1977), and 
Petersen and Wilson (1989). There are·significant differences 

. ' 
between the models· presented, so Petersen and WJJ.sqn recpm-
mend using wind tunnel tests for design purpose.s. 

.o '.' I . 
.,; ,  

Model in Standard 62R 

Table 1, from the withdrawn draft'.'�tandard 62R, lists 
·separation distances frorll' common . contaniliiant' .. sources. 

;_ Minimiim · separation Cli�tances �er� deffu.ecf 'ff om. the air 
- intake to the pro'Pertiline, drivetvay, highways,'arid any" areas 

where vehicles would be _igling; ledges where birds would 

<::. 

82 

RTU 

Figure S The "sn:.etched-stri11g''. distqtt e: ·s,''is the· 
separation distance betweel} � exhaust or· 
some other pollutant sour:ce and iin air intti/Ui 
(ASHRAE 1998a). 

. . ,  . ' ·. " . .  
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nest, the grade, landscaping, maximum snow depths, and cool
ing towers. The equation 

""" . - : { . ·� 

s = 0.09. JQ; (JD��) (2) 
l' . 

in IP' units, or 

s = o.04 . JQ . ( JD-D (3) 

in SI units was given to calculate the minimum separation 
distance, S (ft [m]), between an air intake to an exhaust based 
on exhaust air volumetric flow rate, Q (cfm [Lps]), discharge 
velocity, V (fpm [mis]), and a dilution factor, D, given by air 
class. The velocity, V, is given a negative value when directed 
toward the intake or up to 75° away and a positive value if 
pointed greater than 75° away from the intake. The relative 
direction of the intake is not considered. An exhaust velocity 
of zero is used for gravity flues, plumbing vents, capped 
exhausts, and downward-facing exhausts. The equation-was 
presented in the draft without direct reference, so its underly
ing assumptions and limitations are unclear. 

As well as model development, there is much literature 
available on the validation of the models. A discussion on 
these theoretical and experimental validation studies is 
included in this project's "Literature Report" (ASHRAE 

· 1998b). l:lowever, there are few computational studies on this 
··topic1'in'the1iterature. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
· friodeling of reentry is a potential area of new research. CFD 
·� (modeling may also be useful .for design purposes in the future. 

'·DESI GNER'S GUIDE 

.. �ti, The.proceeding �d much more literature, various manu
facturers' catalogs, and trade publications were reviewed to 
determine the most current guidance on intake placement 
available toHVAC designers-.'This project's (RP-806) primary 
resUlt1is the fuSt edition of "A Designer's Guide to Placement 
of .V�ntilati�n Air Intake Lou�ers" (ASHRAE 1998a). The 
"D�signer's,Guide'' presents much of the material covered in 
this paper and the project's "Literature Report" (ASHRAE 
l 998b) b�t in a much less technical manner for the target audi
ence of architects and HVAC designers early in their careers. 
The ''Designer's Guide" includes many photographs, 
diagrams, and sample calculations intended to give direct help 
in 'making louver placement decisions. The authors fully 
expect that the "Designer's Guide" will require regular revi
sions as knowledge expands on separation distances for 
,epIDillon HVAC situations, for example . 

• :. 1 _,. � . 

CO.NCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS , , 

· , ASHRAE Research Project 1 806 is a review of the 
phenomena, standards, and design experiences that affect the 
placement of intake air louvers with the intent of improving 
indoor air quality. Decisions about intake and exhaust place
ments made early in the11itchitectu.ral and HVAC system 

7 



design p�ocesses will impact building users over the life of the 
building, so such placem1;mt decisions require proper consid
eration. However, there is little existing guidance for design
ers, but research on this topic is continuing. 
., ; The majority of the previous research studies looked at 
the reentraimnent of industrial process exhaust fumes from 
stacks into the ventilation systems of buildings. More research 
is needed on ventilation intake placement for common HV AC 
,�ystems in commercial and institutional buildings such as  
rooftop units, through-the-wall, and at-grade louvers. 
Although some research on the effects of exhausts and intakes 
through building walls has been done, the models used for 
design (ASHRAE 1997a) are based on the industrial-type, 
rooftop exhausts, and fume hoods. There is potential for devel
oping models specifically for through-the-wall exhausts and 
intakes, a s  well as those at grade. 

Research is needed on using computational fluid dynam
ics to simulate the flow around, into, and out of a planned 
building. As computing power increases, it will be possible, 
for example, to include any nearby structures and visualize the 
flow between potential exhausts and intakes in everyday 
design problems. Until then, designers should use the methods 
presented in local building codes, the "Airflow Around Build
ings" chapter, and the "Designer's Guide." 

Sections need to be added or expanded in the ASHRAE 
Handbook volumes concerning placement of louvers and 
grilles, especially for commercial and institutional building 
ventilation systems. These applications include rooftop units 
and through-the-wall, roof, or sidewalk louvers for built-up and 
packaged HVAC systems. Also, the next published revision of 
ASHRAE Standard 62 should include better guidance for 
designers and code officials on intake and exhaust placement so 
that some indoor air quality problems can be minimized. 

For further information on the factors affecting the place
ment of ventilation air intakes on commercial and institutional 
buildings, see "A Designer's Guide to Placement of Ventila
tion Air Intake Louvers" (ASHRAE 1998a) and ''Design 
Criteria for Building Ventilation Inlets: Literature Report" 
(ASHRAE 1998b). 
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